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Comprehension questions 

Watch the video from CGP Grey and answer the questions: 

1. Between 1492 and the Victorian age, by how much did the indigenous population of the New World drop? 

2. How many people died from disease? 

3. Which helps to spread plague faster, handshakes, closeness, or sneezes? 

4. Catch a plague and you’re dead within __ to __ days. 

5. What are history’s biggest killers? Fill in the gaps: 

Small_ _ _ Typ_ _ _ Influe_ _ _ Mumps 

Tuberculosis Chol_ _ _ Measles Black _ _ _ _ _ 

6. Which city was the cholera capital of the world? 

7. Cities grew because more people moved to them than died inside them. True or false? 

8. Where do plagues come from? 

9. Cows are responsible for Measles, Tuberculosis, and S_ _ _ _ P _ _. 

10. What does domestication mean? 

11. Did people manage to domesticate buffalo, yes or no? 

12. What is the only animal that could be domesticated in the Americas? 
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Comprehension questions (differentiated) 

Watch the video from CGP Grey and answer the questions: 

1. Between 1492 and the Victorian age, by how much did the indigenous population of the New World drop? 
70%, 80%, or 90% 

2. How many people died from disease? Tens of millions or hundreds of millions 

3. Which helps to spread plague faster, handshakes, closeness, or sneezes? 

4. Catch a plague and you’re dead within __ to __ days. 6 to 10 days, 7 to 30 days, or 8 to 40 days 

5. What are history’s biggest killers? Fill in the gaps: 

Small _ ox Typ_us Influe_ za Mumps 

Tuberculosis Chol_ ra Measles Black D _ _ th 

6. Which city was the cholera capital of the world? Paris, Berlin, or London. 

7. Cities grew because more people moved to them than died inside them. True or false? 

8. Where do plagues come from? Humans, animals, or plants 

9. Cows are responsible for Measles, Tuberculosis, and S_ _ _ _ pox. 

10. What does domestication mean? 

11. Did people manage to domesticate buffalo, yes or no? 

12. What is the only animal that could be domesticated in the Americas? Llamas, sheep, or cows 
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Comprehension questions (answers) 

1. Between 1492 and the Victorian age, by how much did the indigenous population of the New World drop? 90% 

2. How many people died from disease? Tens of millions 

3. Which helps to spread plague faster, handshakes, closeness, or sneezes? Sneezes 

4. Catch a plague and you’re dead within __ to __ days. 7 to 30 days 

5. What are history’s biggest killers? Smallpox, Typhus, Influenza, Mumps, Tuberculosis, Cholera, Measles, Black Death 

6. Which city was the cholera capital of the world? London 

7. Cities grew because more people moved to them than died inside them. True or false? True 

8. Where do plagues come from? Animals 

9. Cows are responsible for Measles, Tuberculosis, and S_ _ _ _ pox. Smallpox 

10. What does domestication mean? Animals that can be put to human use. Animals you can breed and not just hunt. 

11. Did people manage to domesticate buffalo, yes or no? No 

12. What is the only animal that could be domesticated in the Americas? Llamas 
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